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Abstract 
 

The concept of repair – and its very interesting synonyms (but, as we know, the synonyms are 
never perfectly superposing) – emphasises both its socially constructed meanings and its extra-
theoretical relations or practical functions. My paper has two methodological goals. The first corre-
sponds to the focus on the historical and social roots of the place of repair activities in different hu-
man societies, while the second consists in the insistence on the causes and consequences of the re-
pudiation of repair in the present era of world capitalism. 

Passing over the etymological sources of the specific action of repair, we cannot neglect its in-
terdependence with both the labour processes and the scarcity that characterised ab initio the human 
societies. The paper explains how rarity and social domination relations are ontological factors di-
rectly determining the activities of repair, and also how the indirect ontological factors of tool-
making ability and the level of the means of production (or, more generally, of productive forces) 
and the structural relations intertwine and fuel these activities. The entire logic of epistemological 
origins but also of the historical attitudes towards repair reflects the role of the social domination, 
concretely, of the capitalist relations imposing only a fragmented, anti-ecological perspective on 
nature-society. 

 
Keywords: repair, technology, compensation, maintenance, consumption, capitalism. 

 
 

Warning 
 

The unpopularity of the concept of repair 
in the present society is due to the capitalist 
logic of economy: the more the new goods are 
bought, the higher are the profits, and thus, the 
markets being assured, the more is the possi-
bility to continue and develop within this logic 
the process of production and the productive 
forces. The logic of the capitalist economy has 
in view and follows only the private profit log-
ic, and thus any action of repairing seems to it 
inimical and subversive. 

However – and letting aside that even the

 productive process of new goods involves in 
a way or another actions of re-adjustment, 
repairing of parts of machines and devices, 
and re-structuring of the goals and process as a 
whole because of the previous spoiling, break-
ing, impairing of mechanisms and instruments, 
and thus letting aside the economic function of 
repair even in capitalism – the repair had and 
has a strong social function: that to compen-
sate the weak access of ordinary people to 
new goods and new means of production, and 
that to compensate the status of poverty and 
lack of livelihood. 

But as we know, compensation is a con-
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cept with a strong psychological aspect. The 
action to repairing something is, obviously, 
determined by the need for that object but, at 
the same time, by the need to have its tech-
nical functions realized: as if that object would 
be new. For this reason, to compensate means 
to make once more, even anew, a certain ob-
ject, as if this action of doing again would 
take part from the original action. The human 
being who carries on renovation, reparation, 
redressing, fixing up, has a complex of double 
feelings: on the one hand, it obviously know 
that its actions of repairing are supplemen-
tary/adding to the “normal” actions, at least to 
the ideal/imagined/planned ones; and the ac-
tions of repairing may be boring or even tire-
some, so they may be not welcome; in front 
of them, the feeling is rather pessimistic; on 
the other hand, it knows that, since the repair 
is absolutely necessary, it must be done at 
one’s best, and after finishing this work the 
repaired piece will seem as a new one; thus, in 
front of this supplementary activity, the hu-
man must encourage itself and is rather opti-
mistic: the repaired piece is like a new one, 
then it was worth the effort. 

 
Etymology 

 
And etymology shows this complex of 

feelings and ideas. A philosophical premise of 
the concept of repair may be found ab initio. 
Letting apart a possible speculation concern-
ing the link between the Greek exclamation 
(ρε) expressing surprise or astonishment or 
calling to attention and, on the other hand, the 
Latin prefix re, this prefix itself signifies the 
permanent renewing of an action since it has 
revealed to being limited, unfinished and re-
quiring an improvement. Thus the response to 

an action is a re-action, i.e. a) the continuity of 
the action, b) a new action somehow in contra-
ry, even in the opposite sense to the first, c) the 
return to the state anterior to the action. If the 
conscience of the now inadequate character of 
an entire set of actions is acute, the reactions 
constitute a re-form. Reform means first of all 
just this conscience that things are already ob-
solete and have to be brought out to reforming 
them. Secondly, reform shows the intention to 
change, thus the change as such, irrespective of 
the directions of this action: backward, (and 
from this standpoint there is an overlap be-
tween reform and the etymological sense of 
revolutio) or forward. But thirdly, reform points 
out the effort to improve the old state, to recov-
er from certain languidness through some con-
crete measures, to correct the ill aspects without 
exiting from the considered framework, on the 
contrary giving to it the genuine form, restoring 
it. 

An action of repairing is a re-form. A spe-
cial one, since rĕpăro, -āre meant to prepare 
again, to recommence, to resume, to recover, to 
recuperate, to reconstitute, to substitute, to re-
store, to encourage, to rebuild the soul: a new 
form or the form approached again as if the re-
commencement would mean to forget/bracket 
the old form, and the construction of the new 
one to be the first action. Therefore, repairing 
was, consciously, both material reforming and 
psychical encouragement that one must never 
retreat and yield. 

The root of the Latin verb is păro, -āre 
that means both to prepare oneself, to have 
the intention, to gain, to buy, to make, to ar-
range, to establish, and to consider as equal, to 
give the same importance, to compare, to share, 
to make a deal. In other words, to resume an 
action means to be aware of the history of that 
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action: that there were the first psychical and 
material preparations in order to achieve some-
thing, and that in these preparations as well as 
in the action as such one does judge, measure, 
search the best way between equally possible 
paths, and the golden mean and harmony from 
the level of which one considers the things and 
the results of actions. 
 

The Ontological Basis 
 

The living being – and man, especially – 
is based on repair, since it is connected to the 
milieu, reacts and adapts. And the actions of 
repairing lead to the augmentation of the 
functionality of living parts (see Opris, 2013). 

Likewise, man is, obviously, a homo repa-
rans, a species producing artificiality and fixing 
it (Spelman, 2002). However, this assumption 
must be enriched / concretized in the social real-
ity. 

Since rarity was an ontological factor of 
the human being (Sartre, 1960; but also Bazac, 
2007, 2008), the efforts for constructing the 
material milieu of humans took place in the 
framework given by this factor and, accord-
ingly, of the social differentiations, division 
and oppositions. And though the level of civi-
lisation – of diffusion of unique cultural innova-
tions/creations – thus of the artificial/cultu-
ral/human was low, and there were not so many 
necessary artificial objects for the human life, 
people have constructed and treated them in 
an economical manner: they used every part 
of the material things they had at their dispos-
al, and certainly, this meant to re-use them, to 
re-form them, to mend, to patch up and even 
mess up, to refit and renovate them, thus to 
improvise/to make afresh the same object or a 
new one but with the same function without 

preparations/initial planning but, at the same 
time, to challenge and develop the creative 
imagination in order to handle with the exist-
ing material data. 

Consequently, the repairing attitude to-
wards things must be related to the preventive 
attitude towards nature. 

Indeed, we must not idealize the ecologi-
cal, preventive and anticipative behaviour of 
the ancient people (Krech III, 2000; Harkin & 
Lewis, 2007). The principle of repair, implied 
in the general attitude towards the material 
artificial environment of humans, was the in-
evitable result of the scarcity of means of pro-
duction (both means of work and objects of 
work). However, if it’s no wonder that in front 
of shortages, the ancient people behave in a 
wild manner, though there were many ideas 
denoting an ecological consciousness (Chew, 
2001). But would the present dominant be-
haviour towards nature be a simple continua-
tion of the ancient one? 

Going further, obviously, the principle of 
repair directed, first and foremost, the activity 
of the labour force, from the maintenance and 
repairing of the tools and their constitutive or 
auxiliary parts to the intellectual activity of 
copying (see the palimpsest custom). 

Therefore, when the cause does disap-
pear the effect disappears too, does it? The 
unpopularity of the principle of repair would 
be the consequence of the dilution of scarcity? 
And, since this dilution seems to us as abso-
lutely positive, would its result be positive 
too? Well, in society there is never only one 
cause of a phenomenon, and thus neither the 
phenomenon nor a certain cause of it may be 
reduced to one aspect and a single inference. 

The rise of the modern social wealth was, 
certainly, the result of the development of 
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modern productive forces, but also of the co-
lonial type gathering of goods. Only the inter-
twining of these two causes explains the mod-
ern social wealth: the Roman Empire has 
amassed huge wealth, but in the absence of the 
modern mechanical technology that substitut-
ed the tools with machines, neither the wealth 
was sustainable and nor has it succeeded to 
compensate the destructive forces attacking 
the Empire. When speaking about destructive 
forces, I do think not even to the migratory 
peoples or to those who fought against the 
Roman conquerors: I speak about internal 
structural characteristics as the “economic 
stratification” (Motesharrei, Rivas, & Kalnay, 
2014) that may generate even alone the col-
lapse / the inequality in the sharing of re-
sources, and the “carrying capacity” of a more 
and more complex bureaucratic organisation 
in the frame of this kind of society. (The con-
cept of carrying capacity was coined by Cat-
ton, 1976). More: the lack of modern means 
of production has manifested through the ex-
clusively extensive agriculture and thus through 
both the quantitative rise of the structures of 
domination (army) used to acquire new lands 
and resources, and the subordination of the log-
ic of management to this requirement of new 
territories, clearer, to the logic of the dominant 
elites of this type of society. 

While: only the betterment of the modern 
productive forces through the science-techno-
logy revolution, and the agglomeration of 
goods without the betterment/change of the 
structural relations of the present system have 
no the strength to stop the destructive tenden-
cies manifested in the prolonged and ubiqui-
tous crisis of the present society. The old scarci-
ty seems to be surpassed as a result of the ex-
traordinary development of the productive forc-

es, they involve and lead to an intensive man-
ner of use of resources1, but the structural re-
lations of the present system generate wars as 
if the only logic of economy would be exten-
sive, and inequality and famine (World Hun-
ger Again on the Rise…, 2017), and polarised 
repartition of high-quality protein and food, 
as if the present productive forces would not 
exist and the world would stay under the aegis 
of the old scarcity. In other words, though the 
transition from the extensive economy (always 
new lands, more labour force etc.) generated by 
weak productive forces to the intensive one (to-
tal use of raw materials) is possible just on the 
ground of the scientific-technological revolution 
– and thus, the economical use of labour force, 
i.e. the fuelling of its creative ability, is possible 
too – the capitalist structural relations not only 
use the development of the productive forces 
in a contradictory manner, both impelling and 
opposing this development, but also behave in 
an obsolete way, as if the productive forces 
still would be  weak and requiring the acquisi-
tion of new means of production by plunder-
ing them. 

From an ontological point of view, rarity 
as such is not the only factor explaining the 
material (and spiritual) state of poverty of the 
humans and of the world (Gorz, 1962)2, and 

                                                           
1  This intensive manner – that consists in the 

active circular process when all the secondary 
materials are used again – coexists with the ex-
tensive one that means the extensive use of raw 
materials swindled from old and new “vital 
spaces” for the imperialist capital (see Custers, 
2017). 

2  Long ago, André Gorz, 1962, has pointed that: 
1) the “normal” poverty does not suppose 
simply the lack of the livelihood, but the lack 
that forbids to living as a human being in the 
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accordingly, neither the recourse to repair ac-
tivities in order to survive or make both ends 
meet. An ontological factor generated by rari-
ty but having the same ontological place is the 
social domination: both leading to practices 
of compensation, through which the repair 
was a main one. 

Therefore, the dissolving of rarity does 
not lead to the disappearance of the activities 
of repair when the other ontological factor, 
the social domination, lasts. 

But things are more complicated: the 
tool-making ability (Franklin) of humans is 
another ontological factor, and its result, the 
level of the means of production – another one. 
Now, the logic of the above ability involves the 
development of these means all the way. “When 
something can be done, it will be”. Irrespective 
if these means are war or peace means, or al-
lowing an extensive or an intensive economy, 

                                                                                          
given society; 2) at the level of the modern civ-
ilisation, man is “determined by the normative 
possibilities proposed to the entire population 
by the surrounding civilisation: possibilities as 
the model of man, or at least its future model”. 
3) If the individual has no the means to realise 
them, its humanity is excluded and diminishes. 
The excluded individual cannot even to choose 
(between the unattainable goods and those at-
tainable), because one may refuse only what 
one has.4)  “What is important is that, because 
the model is not considered as a luxury but as 
the rule, today, compared on the dominant 
model, there are more poor people than ever”. 
Hence, 5) “there is not poverty when every-
body ‘is poor’…there is a general austerity, 
namely, unmet needs and whose satisfaction is 
postponed, but not under-humankind, a class 
deprived of human entitlements according to 
the norms of the surrounding civilisation”. 

or irrespective of their scopes and consequenc-
es, they will be developed infinitely. 

However, is this really the situation? Do 
people not think at all to the stakes of their 
deeds? Is there no difference between the in-
tellectual curiosity to understand (to know 
how, not only to know why) and the practical 
endeavour all the way? 

Certainly, there is, and the productive 
situation does not reflect only the productive 
ability of humans. The limits of the technologi-
cal and productive deeds are not given directly 
by rarity and the social domination, but by the 
concrete social structural relations of a sys-
tem, framing a certain society and mediating 
the mentioned ontological factors. The capi-
talist structural relations require and generate 
the use of the productive ability and scientific 
and technological cleverness according to the 
private interest to maximise the private profit: 
and this, irrespective of the costs and conse-
quences of this use. Simply, the logic of the pri-
vate interest externalises the costs and either 
does not care about the consequences or coun-
ter them with some partial, limited and local 
measures which, however, have no world, uni-
tary/integrated scale and, thus, results. This is 
the basis of the proposition of a radical alterna-
tive to capitalism: this alternative is not an ide-
ological fantasy, but the only solution for re-
pairing the present state of nature and the 
world resources. 

For this reason, it’s absurd that the litera-
ture which correctly shows that the most seri-
ous scientific analyses emphasise that the 
continuation of the present logic of the growth 
economy is suicidal for the Earth and the hu-
man species as such and that just the earth/life 
/ecology sciences substantiate the necessity of a 
radical alternative to capitalism (Klein, 2013), 
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arrives to the idea that the inducement to a new 
ecological culture, the protest movements and 
the local struggles against the growth economy 
would be tantamount to the clear proposition 
of the radical alternative to capitalism (Klein, 
2015). These manners to substitute this prop-
osition with critique and hopes, or even with a 
“right to withdraw” from the present (neo-
liberal) society of the citizens who refuse it 
(Dufour, 2009), are perverse, because: 1) there 
is no longer time from the standpoint of the 
nature-society relationships, and 2) there is no 
longer time from the point of view of the hu-
man beings which waste their unique life. 
Therefore, to consider the present (neo-liberal) 
appearance of capitalism as the only guilty for 
the “excesses” of poverty, exclusion, inequali-
ty – as if neo-liberalism would be a historical 
accident and would be counteract by a new 
“capitalism with a human face” – means to not 
understand the capitalist logic of economy that 
necessarily led to its present form. 

And since nowadays the productive forc-
es are able to solve not only the problem of 
scarcity but also of their own conditions and 
consequences, it results that neither rarity nor 
the level of productive forces are the cause of 
the present persistence of social domination. 
On the contrary, the capitalist structural rela-
tions (exploitation, capitalist competition and 
Core-Periphery international relations) and 
their supplementary political forms of vio-
lence constitute the hindrance to the alterna-
tive productive process that does no longer 
externalise the environmental and human 
costs. 

Finally here, in the present situation of 
technology and its high productivity, the logic 
of private interest requires different measures 

to thwart this productivity and the reduction 
of profit rate: those to force the moral obsoles-
cence of goods and that to oppose to the actions 
of repairing. The last measure is based on the 
declining prices of the industrial products as a 
result of the technological revolution. But if so, 
the logic of the capitalist production generating 
an inutile waste of resources and human energy 
once more appears irrational. And the contempt 
and obstruction of the repairing actions are the 
manifestation of this irrationality. 

However and with the entire obstruction, 
at least the last decades have witnessed the 
development of counter-tendencies originat-
ing from the under-middle classes, but trans-
formed into respectable strategies of ap-
proaching the materiality of things: repairing, 
maintenance, saving of energy and raw and 
processed materials. 

In this frame, the functions of the actions 
of repair have in view to compensate both the 
poverty of the non-privileged social strata – as 
if there would have not been any difference 
between the old times marked by original rari-
ty and the present ones when abundance be-
comes to be the ontological factor – and the 
high productivity of labour3 that has led to the 
decreasing of the profit rate. This decreasing 
means, in the average, stationary real wages/ 
they do not rise according to the rise of 
productivity, and thus the decrease of purchas-
ing power. This is the origin of the present fe-
ver of repairing and reconditioning (and vin-
tage and retro objects), as well as community 
type organisations aiming at maintaining and 
saving the existing artificial surrounding. 
  

                                                           
3  We remember that the high productivity of 

labor involves high level of technology. 
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The Epistemological Basis 
 

We should not ignore that the repair has 
an epistemological origin too. It is, within the 
cultural/cognitive ability, the trial and error 
pattern of thinking, the permanent correcting of 
our ideas, including those related to objects: 
which have to be maintained, cleaned, repaired, 
adjusted, according to the better understanding 
and to the anticipation of the ideal or, at least, 
good functioning of the material structures. 

 
Repair and Maintenance 

 
Though the two activities are similar (this is 

the standpoint of two Maintainers conferences, 
2016 and 2017, see http://themaintainers.org/), 
as fixing-up for having the objects as “ready” 
and “ready-to-hand” (Graham & Thrift, 2007, 
the last attribute being borrowed from Heideg-
ger), we may relate them to different types of 
objects. While to say that the repair of the 
means of production sounds well, to say “the 
maintenance of clothing” is odd. On the con-
trary, maintenance is even a branch of engi-
neering (Dhillon, 2006), therefore linked to 
the means of production. In this situation, the 
repairing as such seems to apply rather to 
consumer objects. 

The present neo-liberal stage of capital-
ism reveals that there are differences between 
the maintenance in the private units and the 
maintenance in the public ones.  While the for-
mer reflects and reproduces the concrete inter-
ests of the owners related to the ever growing 
world economic competition (and from this 
standpoint, sometimes is cheaper to maintain 
the old apparatuses etc., but sometimes is more 
expensive), the latter is rather simplified, post-
poned and occurs rather after crash situations: 

because in the public units there are public 
goods, not interesting for the private profit (or 
interesting only  as the private capital can gain 
following the shortages resulted from the crisis 
of public units). This is the reason that the 
rhythm of repairing the infrastructure of public 
goods is dallying (Azul, 2017). 

 
Repair and the Preference to the Naturalness 

of Consumer Objects 
 
The above-mentioned economic and so-

cial cause generates also the more and more 
leaning toward natural means of health care: 
namely, not only because nowadays people are 
more circumspect towards the synthetic medi-
cines, but also because these ones are more 
expensive than the natural teas and powders 
(Bazac, 2012). 

However, even if the nostalgia for “the 
good old natural objects” is general and perhaps 
without any class differentiation, the availability 
of these goods has a strong class origin: not 
everyone can afford organic food, can one? The 
same class origin, i.e. in the interests of clothing 
producers dictating the fashion, can be seen in 
the present persistence of use of animal skin for 
clothing and furnishing, as if nobody would 
have heard about ecology and as if there would 
not be artificial substitutes of animal skin and 
furring: the natural skin and fur is expensive, 
showing a clear well-off class status, but at the 
same time, the fashion requires them and this 
leads even to a classless use; and since the an-
imal skin is necessary for foot gear, the excess 
towards necessity appears clear-cut. 

The “natural” preferences are related to an 
entire new practice of consumption: “radical” 
or “ethical”, focusing on fair trade, consumer 
protests, green consumption, brand backlashes, 
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green goods, boycotts and downshifting (Lit-
tler, 2008), but having no the power to change 
the logic of capitalist production. Instead, the 
new preferences are immediately included in 
the market economy. 

 
The Disregard towards Repair 

 
The explicit capitalist logic of “profit 

rush” has transformed the habits of the popu-
lation – but this means also the change of sen-
timents of constancy, continuity and safety – 
after the 1989 transition of the former socialist 
countries. In Romania, all the ruling “elites” 
have contributed to destroy the vocational edu-
cation as well as the repair centers. Nobody 
does repair the footwear, the bed sheets or the 
furniture, though most people need it, because 
they are too poor to buy new objects of this 
sort. 

We must not neglect that there is a differ-
ence between the repairing of the means of 
production – sometimes this repairing being 
un-necessary, because either the repair is too 
expensive or the substitution with new ma-
chines etc. is already sine qua non in order to 
arrive to a competing productivity – and the 
repairing of the consumer objects. Generally, 
this repair is not more expensive than the price 
of new objects, and people need it, including 
for sentimental reasons. Or, this means that the 
missing possibilities of repairing in countries 
like Romania counter just the principle of the 
(profitable) supply and (solvable) demand: 
because there are both the need and the solva-
ble demand, and nevertheless there is no sup-
ply of repair centers. 

The private profit generates also un-
demanded objects and practices related to the 
industrial agriculture: instead of repairing the 

damaged land and animals caused by this agri-
business, the present system continues to harm 
both nature and the consumers, and the big ag-
ribusiness corporations are so powerful that 
they impose even to cooperatives this harmful 
practice (Herman, 2017). 
 

Repair and the Ecological Goals 
 

The importance of repairing increased be-
yond the limits of the direct economic condi-
tion of people. It depends on the ecological 
conscience, more and more refined in propor-
tion as the world ecological crisis aggravates. 
This conscience means the understanding not 
simply of the finitude of resources, but also of 
the “myth of resource efficiency improvements 
(the Jevons paradox, see Polimeni, Mayumi, 
Gianpietro, & Alcott, 2008). Accordingly, and 
since a consumption frontier follows, without 
meaning a return to a primitive frugali-
ty/ascetic life, a reasonable analysis of the pre-
sent expanded, useless and wasteful needs 
caused by the capitalist market logic, and the 
development of the valuing of many existing 
goods (including through repairing them) are 
necessary. From this standpoint, the concrete 
search of “postcapitalism” in Latin America 
(where repairing takes part of the “ecologies of 
knowledge”, de Sousa Santos, 2011) is only an 
introduction. 

Since the unmeasured expansion of 
wasteful goods for profit is the result of pri-
vate property logic, it means that the ecologi-
cal goals all the way (and not instrumental-
ized as private profit opportunities) have a 
class character too, irrespective of their ap-
parently classless belonging. Hence, their so-
lution is a radical transformation of the struc-
tural relations in order to support an economi-
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cal production subordinated to the real needs 
of the humans, and not to the private profit. In 
this respect, the pious praises of the frugal life 
and the calls for de-growth without expressly 
attack the causes of the unequal and dishar-
monious use, prevalence and depletion of re-
sources and natural basis of the human life, are 
only waste of time of this human life: waste of 
the necessary time to search for ways to the 
alternatives towards the present dominant sys-
tem. As the praise of frugality imposed to the 
majority of the population of the world is at 
least shameless, as the gradual de-growth keep-
ing the capitalist logic is absurd. While: the the-
ory that a capitalist ecological growth would 
solve the contradictions of the coupling na-
ture-society and moreover all the geopolitical 
parts will win is only a wishful thinking.  
There is, certainly, an objective natural “car-
rying capacity” (Catton) of the humans of the 
Earth, but nowadays the biggest impediment 
to take it into account and prevent its exceed-
ing is just the value choice guiding the real 
solving or its postponement4. 

 

                                                           
4  The capitalist frame of thinking permanently 

generates the habit to be afraid of the cost in 
the short term of the radical solving, and to 
consider the present problems in a way of non-
ecological literacy or “according to a [pre-
ecological] worldview” (Catton, 2008). There-
fore, the above habit is constructed by the capi-
talist paradigm and consists of: 1) separation of 
fields/domains and objectives, 2) externalization 
of costs (within fragments/domains/firms) into 
the biggest/comprising system (nature, society), 
3) separation of the parts from the whole (oppo-
site to Aristotle), 4) consideration of parts as 
representing the whole/its tendency/its repre-
sentative aspect. 

Conclusions 
 

The principle of repair, taking part from 
the general conception of economization of 
resources and human energy in order to freeing 
its creativity, is revolutionary: it imposes the 
restructuring of the logic of present economic 
activities according to their combined telos. 
This last concept sends us to the understanding 
of the reason to be of things (Bazac, 2017). 
And since the reason to be of the functioning 
of economy is its material and organizational 
structuring in order to assure the well-being of 
humans and, at the same time, the harmony of 
nature and society – i.e. the ecological har-
mony and preservation, and the economiza-
tion of resources and human energy in order 
to freeing its creativity – it results that one can 
no longer accept the private lens /private in-
terests in economy: because the adjusting of 
all the human interests and nature relation-
ships is systemic, and requires an integrated, 
unitary view. 

The revolutionary character of the concept 
of repair consists not at all in its implied sug-
gestion that the solution to/against the poverty 
and inequality pushing people to live in a pre-
carious way (and thus, to repairing instead of 
to buying new objects) would be the more 
egalitarian repartition of these objects, but on 
the contrary: that the solution is the transfor-
mation of the structural relations so as to forg-
ing a new position to the labor force, a position 
allowing both its control over production and 
society, namely, its anticipative control leading 
to a rational tackling of the upstream (the hu-
man needs, the resources, nature) and down-
stream (the direct and indirect results) of econ-
omy. 
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In the same respect, one has to move 
away from the classic neo-liberal ideology cel-
ebrating the rapid substitution of objects, their 
“transience” (Toffler, 1970)5, irrespective of the 
irreversible waste of matter and energy (includ-
ing human energy, as I said) necessary for this 
insobriety of the private capital. We have to 
understand (what Catton, 2008, p. 474 warned) 
that already any “cosmeticism” according to 
which some local and partial improvements 
would counterpoise the systemic multi imbal-
ances and crisis is only a factor of deepening 
this crisis. 

Obviously, a concept – here, the repair – 
has a limited power to transform the ideas of 
the humans. It does it only in a complex of 
reasoning and arguments which are cogent 
according to their logic and correspondence 
with the real facts. But the concept discussed 
in this paper – the repair – has just the function 
of a premise of transformation of the ideas 
about the present world. 

We have to trait in a responsible manner 
the epistemological complexity of the human 
knowledge: we conceive of very complex ob-
jects (so, we treat things in a separated manner) 
but at the same time we cannot relate them and 
understand the consequences, on short, medium 
and long term, of these objects and the separat-
ed theories. And at the same time, we must 
not forget that this lack of the human’s under-
standing is historically and socially construct-
ed. 
                                                           
5  Toffler’s viewpoint was not only the song of 

the private owners in quest of profit sources, 
but it reflected also the state of the world in 
those times (before 1973), i.e. the imperialist 
Centre-Periphery domination that consisted in 
the low prices of energy and raw materials 
coming abundantly to the “first world”. 

Finally, though the concept of repair 
seems to illustrate the artificial part of the 
world – production, civilization – it sheds light 
on the dialectics of nature: its both regenera-
tive and limited/finite capacity of existence, 
and, on Earth, its interdependence with the 
human society. 
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